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GALOISIAN OBSTRUCTIONS TO INTEGRABILITY OF

HAMILTONIAN SYSTEMS II∗

JUAN J. MORALES-RUIZ† AND JEAN PIERRE RAMIS‡

Abstract. By applying the results of our previous paper [19], we obtain non–integrability
results for the following four Hamiltonian systems: the Bianchi IX Cosmological Model, the Sitnikov
system of celestial mechanics, the Spring–Pendulum system and a generalization of the homogeneous
potentials considered by Yoshida. All these systems are considered over the complex domain (complex
time and complex phase space) and the integrability is considered in the Liouville sense of existence
of a maximal number of first integrals in involution.

1. Introduction. This paper is the continuation of our previous papers [19, 20]
and is devoted to the applications of the results of [19] to some models: the Bianchi IX
cosmological model, the Sitnikov system of celestial mechanics, the Spring–Pendulum
system and a generalization of our results in [20] about the non–integrability of ho-
mogeneous potentials.

From the differential Galois theory we will need only the algorithm of Kovacic
and the theorem of Kimura about the solvability of the Riemann’s hypergeometric
differential equation. Then, using our results in [19], the methods proposed here are
efficient, but they remain completely systematic and very elementary.

2. Hypergeometric differential equations and Kovacic’s algorithm.

2.1. The hypergeometric equation. The hypergeometric (or Riemann) equa-
tion is the more general second order linear differential equation over the Riemann
sphere with three regular singular singularities. If (using an homography) we place
the singularities at x = 0, 1,∞, then this equation is given by

d2ξ

dx2
+ (

1− α− α′

x
+

1− γ − γ′

x− 1
)
dξ

dx
(2.1)

+ (
αα′

x2
+

γγ′

(x− 1)2
+

ββ′ − αα′ − γγ′

x(x− 1)
)ξ = 0,

being (α, α′), (γ, γ′), (β, β′), the exponents at the singular points. These exponents
must satisfy the Fuchs relation α + α′ + γ + γ′ + β + β′ = 1. We denote the exponent
differences by λ̂ = α− α′, ν̂ = γ − γ′ and μ̂ = β − β′.

We recall that one of the reduced forms of our differential equation is

d2ξ

dx2
+

c− (a + b + 1)x

x(1 − x)

dξ

dx
− ab

x(1 − x)
ξ = 0,(2.2)

where a, b, c are parameters, being the exponent differences λ̂ = 1 − c, ν̂ = c − a− b
and μ̂ = b− a, respectively.

Now, we recall the theorem of Kimura that gives us the necessary and sufficient
conditions in order to have solvability for the hypergeometric equation (that is exis-
tence of solutions in closed form).
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Theorem 1 ([11]). The identity component of the Galois group of the hypergeo-
metric equation (2.1) is solvable if, and only if, either

(i) At least one of the four numbers λ̂ + μ̂ + ν̂, −λ̂ + μ̂ + ν̂, λ̂ − μ̂ + ν̂, λ̂ + μ̂ − ν̂ is
an odd integer, or
(ii) The numbers λ̂ or −λ̂, μ̂ or −μ̂ and ν̂ or −ν̂ belong (in an arbitrary order) to
some of the following fifteen families

1 1/2 + l 1/2 + m arbitrary complex number
2 1/2 + l 1/3 + m 1/3 + q
3 2/3 + l 1/3 + m 1/3 + q l + m + q even
4 1/2 + l 1/3 + m 1/4 + q
5 2/3 + l 1/4 + m 1/4 + q l + m + q even
6 1/2 + l 1/3 + m 1/5 + q
7 2/5 + l 1/3 + m 1/3 + q l + m + q even
8 2/3 + l 1/5 + m 1/5 + q l + m + q even
9 1/2 + l 2/5 + m 1/5 + q l + m + q even
10 3/5 + l 1/3 + m 1/5 + q l + m + q even
11 2/5 + l 2/5 + m 2/5 + q l + m + q even
12 2/3 + l 1/3 + m 1/5 + q l + m + q even
13 4/5 + l 1/5 + m 1/5 + q l + m + q even
14 1/2 + l 2/5 + m 1/3 + q l + m + q even
15 3/5 + l 2/5 + m 1/3 + q l + m + q even

Here l,m and q are integers.

We recall that the Schwarz’s table gives us the cases for which the Galois (and
monodromy) groups are finite (i.e., the identity component of the Galois group is
reduced to the identity element) and is given by fifteen families. These families are
given by families 2–15 of the table above and by the family (1/2+Z)× (1/2+Z)×Q

(see, for instance, [22]). As this last family is already contained in family 1 of the
above table, all of the Schwarz’s families are, of course, contained in the above table .

2.2. Kovacic’s Algorithm. The Kovacic’s Algorithm gives us a procedure in
order to compute a fundamental system of solutions in closed form for a second
order algebraic differential equation provided this differential equation is solvable.
Reciprocally, if the algorithm does not work that implies the non-solvability of the
equation (see[12]). In this (necessarily brief) description we will follow the version of
the algorithm given in [9, 8].

Given a second order linear differential equation with coefficients in C(x), the
possibility to transform it to the so-called reduced invariant form is a classical fact.

ξ′′ − gξ = 0,(2.3)

being g = g(x) ∈ C(x).
We remark that in this change we introduce the exponentiation of a quadrature.

Then the solvability of the original equation is equivalent to the solvability of the
above equation (although, in general, the Galois groups are not the same).

The algorithm is based on the following two general facts:

(A) The classification of the algebraic subgroups of SL(2,C) (see, for instance, [19],
Proposition 1 and references therein) (the Galois group of the equation (2.3) is con-
tained in SL(2,C)).
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(B) The well-known transformation to a Riccati Equation (by the change v = ξ′/ξ),

v′ = g − v2.(2.4)

Then the differential equation (2.3) is solvable, if and only if, the equation (2.4)
has an algebraic solution. The key point now is that the degree n of the associated
minimal polynomial Q(v) (with coefficients in C(x)) belongs to the set

Lmax = {1, 2, 4, 6, 12}.
The determination of the set L of possible values for n, is the First Step of the
algorithm. We remark that for n = 4, n = 6 and n = 12, the Galois group of
(2.3) is finite (hence these values are related to the cristalographic groups). The two
other steps of the algorithm (Second Step and Third Step) are devoted to the
computation of the polynomial Q(v) (if it exist). If the algorithm does not work (i.e.,
if the equation (2.4) has not algebraic

solution) then the equation (2.3) is not solvable and its Galois group is SL(2,C).
Now we will describe the algorithm.

Let g(x) = s(x)
t(x , being s(x), t(x) relatively prime polynomials, and t(x) monic. We

define the following function h on the set Lmax = {1, 2, 4, 6, 12}, h(1) = 1, h(2) = 4,
h(4) = h(6) = h(12) = 12

First Step

If t(x) = 1 we put m = 0, else we factorize t(x) in monic relatively prime polyno-
mials.

1.1. Let Γ′ be the set of roots of t(x) (i.e., the singular points at the finite complex
plane) and let Γ = Γ′ ∪∞ be the set of singular points. Then the order at a singular
point c ∈ Γ′ is, as usual, o(c) = i if c is root of multiplicity i of t(x) and the order at
infinity is defined by o(∞) = max(0, 4 + deg(s)− deg(t)). Then we write m+ for the
maximum value of the order that appears at the singular points in Γ and Γi is the set
of singular singular points of order i ≤ m+.

1.2. If m+ ≥ 2 then we write γ2 = card(Γ2), else γ2 = 0. Then we compute

γ = γ2 + card(∪ k odd

3≤k≤m+
Γk).

1.3. For the singular points of order one or two, c ∈ Γ1∪Γ2 one compute the principal
parts of g:

g(x) = αc(x− c)−2 + O((x − c)−1),

if c ∈ Γ′, and

g(x) = α∞x−2 + O(x−3),

for the point at infinite.

1.4. We define the subset L′ (of possible values for the degree of the minimal poly-
nomial Q(v)) as {1} ⊂ L′ if γ = γ2, {2} ⊂ L′ if γ ≥ 2 and {4, 6, 12} ⊂ L′ if m+ ≤ 2.

1.5. We have the three following mutually exclusive cases:
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1.5.1. If m+ > 2, then L = L′.

1.5.2. If m+ ≤ 2 and for any c ∈ Γ,
√

1 + 4αc ∈ Q,
∑

c∈Γ′ βc = 0, then L = L′.

1.5.3. If cases 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 do not hold then L = L′ − {4, 6, 12}.
1.6. If L = ∅, then equation (2.3) is non-integrable with Galois group SL(2,C), else
one writes n for the minimum value in L.

For the Second and the Third Step of the algorithm we consider fixed the
value of n.

Second Step

2.1. If ∞ has order 0 we write the set

E∞ = {0,
h(n)

n
, 2

h(n)

n
, 3

h(n)

n
, ..., n

h(n)

n
}.

2.2. If c has order 1, then Ec = {h(n)}.
2.3. If n = 1 and for each c of order 2, we define

Ec = {1

2
(1 +

√
1 + 4αc),

1

2
(1−√1 + 4αc)}.

2.4. If n ≥ 2, for each c of order 2, we define

Ec = Z ∩ {h(n)

2
(1 −√1 + 4αc) +

h(n)

n
k
√

1 + 4αc : k = 0, 1, ..., n}
.

2.5. If n = 1, for each singular point of even order 2ν, we compute the numbers αc

(different from the α computed in 1.3) and βc defined (up to a sign) by the following
conditions:

2.5.1. If c ∈ Γ′,

g(x) = {αc((x− c)−ν) +
ν−1∑
i=2

μi,2((x− c)−i)}2 + βc((x − c)−ν−1) + O((x − c)−ν),

and we write

√
gc := αc((x− c)−ν) +

ν−1∑
i=2

μi,2((x− c)−i).

2.5.2. If c =∞,

g(x) = {α∞(xν−2) +
ν−3∑
i=0

μi,∞xi}2 − β∞xν−3 + O(xν−4),

and we write

√
g
∞

:= α∞(xν−2) +

ν−3∑
i=0

μi,∞xi.
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Then

Ec = {1

2
(ν + ε

βc

αc
) : ε = ±1},

and the sign on Ec is defined by

sign(
1

2
(ν + ε

βc

αc
) = ε,

being +1 if βc = 0.

2.6. If n = 2, for each c of order ν, with ν ≥ 3, we write Ec = {ν}.

Third Step

3.1. For n fixed, we try to obtain elements e = (ec)c∈Γ which belong to the cartesian
product

∏
c∈Γ Ec, such that

(i) d(e) := n− n
h(n)

∑
c∈Γ ec is a natural number, and

(ii) If n = 2 then in e there is at least one odd number.
If no element e is obtained, then we select the next value in L and go to the

Second Step, else n is the maximum value in L and the Galois group is SL(2,C)
(i.e., the equation (2.3) is not solvable).

3.2. For each family e as above, we try to obtain a rational function Q and a poly-
nomial P , such that

(i)

Q =
n

h(n)

∑
c∈Γ′

ec

x− c
+ δn1

∑
c∈∪ν>1Γ2ν

sign(ec)
√

gc,

being δn1 the delta of Kronecker.

(ii) P is a polynomial of degree d(e) and its coefficients are found as a solution of the
(in general, overdetermined) system of equations

P−1 = 0,

Pi−1 = −(Pi)
′ −QPi − (n− i)(i + 1)gPi+1, n ≥ i ≥ 0,

Pn = −P.

If a pair (P, Q) as above is found, then equation (2.3) is solvable and the Riccati
Equation (2.4) has an algebraic solution v given by any root v of the equation

n∑
i=0

Pi

(n− 1)!
vi = 0.

If no pair as above is found we take the next value in L and we go to the Second

Step. If n is the greatest value in L then the equation (2.3) is not solvable and the
Galois group is SL(2,C).

We notice that a remarkable simplification of the above algorithm, for an irre-
ducible differential equation, was obtained in [27] and that an algorithm for third
order differential equations is given in [24, 25].
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3. Non–integrability Theorems. We consider a complex analytic symplectic
manifold M of dimension 2n and let XH be a holomorphic Hamiltonian system defined
on it. Let Γ be the (abstract) connected Riemann surface corresponding to a maximal
integral curve i(Γ) defined by z = z(t) (which is not reduced to an equilibrium point)
of XH . Then we can obtain the variational equations (VE)

η̇ = X ′
H(z(t))η

along Γ, and we can also obtain the normal variational equations (NVE) along Γ.
These variational equations are holomorphic (resp. meromorphic) connections over Γ
and it is possible to interpret them as meromorphic linear differential equations over
Γ. (For more details see [19].)

In the above situation, we prove in [19] the following result

Theorem 2. Assume that there are n first integrals of XH which are meromor-
phic, in involution and independent in a neighbourhood U of the curve i(Γ) in M
(more precisely we suppose that they are not necessarily independent on i(Γ) itself,
only over an open dense subset of U). Then the identity component of the Galois
group of the VE (resp. (NVE)) is an abelian subgroup of the symplectic group.

In particular, the VE (and the NVE) are solvable in the sense of the Differential
Galois Theory. To be more precise, the Picard-Vessiot extension of the VE (and
the NVE) is obtained by (a combination of) quadratures, exponential of quadratures
and algebraic functions. We recall that this is the case if, and only if, the identity
component of the Galois group is solvable (see, for instance [3, 10, 16, 23]).

In the above theorem the differential Galois group G is computed relatively to
the differential field kΓ of meromorphic functions over Γ. Then it is well known
that G is the Zariski closure in the general linear group of the monodromy group
of the variational equation. (That is G the smallest complex algebraic linear group
containing the monodromy group.)

In some interesting cases it is possible to add to our Riemann surface Γ a finite
number of points corresponding to equilibrium points belonging to the closure of i(Γ)
in M . We get i(Γ) ⊂ Γ ⊂ M and Γ ⊂ Γ and we suppose that Γ is a closed analytic
curve (not necessarily smooth) of M and that Γ is a connected Riemann surface.

Then in some cases (as in the study of the Bianchi IX Cosmological Model that
we will do below) it is also useful to add to the Riemann surface Γ a finite number of
points corresponding to points at infinity of Γ ( this new Riemann surface is denoted

by Γ
′
). More precisely we suppose that the symplectic manifold M is contained in

a connected manifold M ′, such that M∞ = M ′ −M is an analytic (non necessarily
smooth) hypersurface in M ′ (the hypersurce at infinity), and that the holomorphic
symplectic form Ω over M extends as a closed meromorphic form Ω′ over M ′ [19].

Then we get Γ ⊂ Γ′ ⊂ M ′ and Γ ⊂ Γ
′
. We suppose that Γ′ is a closed analytic curve

(not necessarily smooth) of M ′ and that Γ
′

is a connected Riemann surface. Then

the connection of the VE extends as a meromorphic connection over Γ (resp. Γ
′
) and

we can compute the differential Galois group G (resp. G
′
) of the VE (or the NVE)

relatively to the differential field kΓ (resp. k
Γ
′) of meromorphic functions over Γ (resp.

Γ
′
).

Then G ⊂ G ⊂ G
′
but in general these inclusions are strict. However when the

extended connection of the VE over Γ (resp. Γ
′
) is Fuchsian (that is when its singular

points are regular singular), then we have G = G (resp. G = G
′
). It will be the case
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below in the present paper except in the study of the Bianchi IX model. For this
study we need a modified version of the above theorem ([19]).

Theorem 3. We assume that we have a finite set of equilibrium points and
of points at infinity. We assume that there are n first integrals of XH which are
meromorphic, in involution and independent in a neighbourhood U of the curve Γ′

in M ′ (more precisely we suppose that they are not necessarily independent on i(Γ)
itself, only over an open dense subset of U). Then the identity component of the

Galois group G
′
of the VE (resp. (NVE)) over the differential field k

Γ
′ is an abelian

subgroup of the symplectic group.

In the situation of this theorem the identity component of G is of course also
abelian, but in general this identity component is smaller than the identity component

of Γ
′
, therefore Theorem 3 give a stronger obstruction than Theorem 2. Moreover

it is in general easier to get algebraic information about G
′

than to get algebraic
information about G. In the case of Bianchi IX cosmological model, we will see that

the identity component of G
′

is not abelian, however the identity component of G
could be abelian: it is an open problem. We insist also upon the following fact: if
using Theorem 3 we have proved that our system is not integrable in a neighbourhood
of Γ′ in M ′, the existence of a system of n first integrals which are independent, in
involution and meromorphic over M , but with a non meromorphic growth at infinity,
remains possible.

In the examples below the Riemann surface Γ in the Fuchsian case (resp. Γ
′
in

the case of an irregular singularity at infinity) will be compact and we will have a
purely algebraic systematic method to decide if the identity component of G (resp.

G
′
)is not abelian (in fact non solvable). It will be based upon Kovacic’s algorithm

and Kimura’s result about hypergeometric differential equations.

4. The Bianchi IX Cosmological Model.

4.1. The Model. The Bianchi IX Cosmological model is a dynamical system
given by the equations in “logarithmic” time([14])

d2 log x1

dt2
= (x2 − x3)

2 − x2
1,

d2 log x2

dt2
= (x3 − x1)

2 − x2
2,(4.1)

d2 log x3

dt2
= (x1 − x2)

2 − x2
3,

with the energy constraint (from physical considerations)

E = −(
ẋ1

x1

ẋ2

x2
+

ẋ2

x2

ẋ3

x3
+

ẋ3

x3

ẋ1

x1
) + x2

1 + x2
2 + x2

3 − 2(x1x2 + x2x3 + x3x1) = 0.

So, we get a dynamical system of dimension five on the zero level energy manifold
M0.

In fact this system is a Hamiltonian system with position variables x1, x2, x3 and
conjugate moments given by

y1 = − 1

x1

d

dt
log(x2x3),
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y2 = − 1

x2

d

dt
log(x1x3),

y3 = − 1

x3

d

dt
log(x1x2).

And the energy become the Hamiltonian

H =
1

4
(x2

1y
2
1 + x2

2y
2
2 + x2

3y
2
3 − 2x1x2y1y2 − 2x2x3y2y3 − 2x1x3y1y3)

+ x2
1 + x2

2 + x2
3 − 2x1x2 − 2x2x3 − 2x1x3 = 0.

This system is studied from a real dynamical point of view in [14, 4, 18, 7] (the
real configuration space for this system is given by xi > 0, i = 1, 2, 3). It is proved in
[7] that it is a locally integrable Hamiltonian system (for a precise definition of what
that means, see the above reference) on the open real physical phase space. As it is
not recurrent in the real open phase space, it is necessary to compactify this physical
phase space in order to have recurrence and then it is proved in [4] (p. 54-76) that the
behaviour of the system is very complicated in this extended real phase space (this is
also studied in a more heuristic way in [14], p. 477-484) with oscillations around the
gravitational collapse (the gravitational collapse is given by the points in the phase
space satisfying x1x2x3 = 0). It seems that some new insight of the chaotic real
behaviour of the Bianchi IX model was recently given by Cornish and Levin in the
preprint [5]. This and other additional recent references on the dynamics of Bianchi
IX are given in [2].

The complex dynamical point of view (with complex phase space and complex
time) on this problem appeared more recently. In this direction the paper [15] is
devoted to the fact that this dynamical system do not pass the Painlevé’s test (this
method in order to test non integrability started with the Kowaleski’s analysis of
the rigid body [13]), i.e., that the only movable singularities (of the solutions with
respect to the time parametrization) are poles. (Some people allow also the existence
of movable essential singularities.) The authors use the variational equations along a
family of particular solutions found by Taub ([26]), and they show that these varia-
tional equations have an irregular singular (formally ramified) point and hence that
the solutions of the corresponding system have essential singularities related to the
Taub family. We notice that from the existence of an irregular singularity it follows
immediately that the general solution of the system (with five parameters) is not
meromorphic in time. From the above considerations, it is clear that the Bianchi IX
model is a subject of polemic: apparently contradictory results were obtained. A part
of this puzzle is clarified by the following two remarks.

Firstly there are several degrees of integrability in Liouville sense for a Hamil-
tonian system: real integrability (given by differentiable or analytical real first inte-
grals), algebraic integrability (the Liouville tori become real subvarieties of abelian
varieties), integrability by algebraic (or more generally rational) first integrals, by
holomorphic (or more generally meromorphic) first integrals. Moreover the relations
between Painlevé’s test and integrability in Liouville sense is not so clear.

A second elementary but important remark is that, if we are studying some kind
of integrability, then the allowed changes of variables (i.e., canonical transformations)
must belong to the same precise class. For instance, if we are studying the integrability
of a system by algebraic first integrals (or if this system has the Painlevé property),
then changes of variables must have the same degree of regularity. So a change of
variables that introduces essential singularities in the phase variables (respectively in
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the time) is not allowed, because the above integrability (respectively the Painlevé’s
property) is not preserved by this change. Then the Bianchi IX cosmological model is
a good ”laboratory” in order to understand the interplay between the several concepts
of integrability used by different authors.

In this section we shall prove the non-integrability of the Bianchi IX model (with
the Hamiltonian given by H above) by rational first integrals.

4.2. Non-integrability. Our proof of the non-integrability relies on the study
of the variational equations along particular solutions of the Taub family.

As Taub noticed, the subspace x2 = x3 (ẋ2 = ẋ3) is invariant by the flow of the
system, and the reduction to this invariant four dimensional space (three dimensional
if we consider the restriction of the system to the restricted manifold M0) is completely
integrable (i.e. it is an integrable subsystem) and the solutions can be calculated
explicitly ([26], p. 481). From the Taub family of solutions we select the particular
ones

x1 =
2k

cosh(2kt)
, x2 = x3 =

k cosh(2kt)

2 cosh2(kt)
,

being k a parameter. This particular integral curve (for a fixed value of k) is our
integral curve i(Γ), along which we compute the VE. We remark that i(Γ) ⊂ M0

(energy constraint). Furthermore Γ
′
is here the Riemann sphere P1, since it admits

a global rational parametrization in the variable z := tanh kt: we can write x1, x2 =
x3, ẋ1, ẋ2 = ẋ3 as rational functions of z,

x1 =
2k(1− z2)

1 + z2
, x2 = x3 =

k(1 + z2)

2
),

ẋ1 = −8k2z(1− z2)

(1 + z2)2
, ẋ2 = ẋ3 = kz(1− z2).

The relevant part of the VE is given by the Normal Variational Equation (NVE)
(transversal to the invariant space x2 = x3, ẋ2 = ẋ3) obtained in [15] (we recall that
the tangential part of the VE is always solvable, see [19])

α̈− 2(x1x2 − 2x2
2)α = 0.(4.2)

Now, as it is noted in [15], it is possible to write the NVE over the Riemann sphere
P1 (i.e., with rational coefficients) by the change x := z2 = tanh2(kt). We write the
obtained equation in its invariant reduced form (i.e., without the first derivative term
in the standard way) using the new independent variable η

η̈ + (
1

4

1

x− 1
+

5

4

1

(x− 1)2
+

3

16

1

x2
)η = 0.(4.3)

We remark that in the above equation the parameter k is missing.
The above equation has regular singularities at x = 0, 1 and an irregular singu-

larity at x = ∞ (it is a confluent Heun’s Equation). The dynamical meaning of the
singular points is the following. The natural parametrization of the Riemann sur-

face Γ
′ ≈ P1 is obtained using the variable z, being x = z2. Then by the double

covering P1 −→ P1, z → x, from the points x = 0, 1,∞, we get the four points

z = 0,±1,∞ of Γ
′
. It is a direct consequence of the rational parametrization of Γ

′

by the parameter z, obtained above, that z = 0,±1 (hence x = 0, 1) are equilibrium
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points, with x1(0) = 2k, x2(0) = x3(0) = k/2, ẋi(0) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3 and x1(±1) = 0,
x2(±1) = x3(±1) = k, xi(±1) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, respectively. The point x = ∞
corresponds to the point at infinity z =∞ of the phase curve i(Γ).

We remark also that the points z = ±1 (i.e., x = 1) correspond to the physical
gravitational collapse, because

x1x2x3 =
k3

2
(1 − z4) =

k3

2
(1− x2).

Now, we can apply Kovacic’s algorithm.
Let

g(x) = −(
1

4

1

x− 1
+

5

4

1

(x− 1)2
+

3

16

1

x2
) :=

s(x)

t(x)
,

with t a monic polynomial. Then the algorithm is divided in three steps:

First Step

1.1. The sets Γ and Γ′ are

Γ = {0, 1,∞}, Γ′ = {0, 1},
with orders o(0) = o(1) = 2, o(∞) = max(0, 4 + degs− degt) = 3 and define m+ :=
max(m, o(∞)) = max(2, o(∞)) = 3 (m is the cardinal of Γ′).

Then the set of singular points is classificated by the order:

Γ2 = {0, 1}, Γ3 = {∞}.
1.2. As m+ > 2, we get γ2 = 2, and γ := γ2 + #Γ3 = 3.

1.3. α0 = − 3
16 , α1 = − 5

4 .

1.4. L = {2}, n = 2.

Second Step

2.4. As n = 2 ≥ 2, h(2) = 4 and E0 = = Z ∩ {1, 2, 3} = {1, 2, 3}, E1 = Z ∩ {2(1 −√−4), 2, 2(1 +
√−4)} = {2}.

2.6. E∞ = {3}

Third Step

3.1. If e1 = (1, 2, 3), e2 = (2, 2, 3), e3 = (3, 2, 3) (the elements of E0×E1×E∞), then
the numbers d(ei), i = 1, 2, 3 are not natural numbers. Hence the Galois group of the
equation (4.3) is SL(2,C). This equation is not solvable and the NVE is not solvable
too.

By Theorem 3, we have proved the following result (the irregular point of the VE
is at ∞ in the phase space).

Proposition 1. The Bianchi IX Cosmological Model considered as a complex
Hamiltonian system, given by the Hamilton function H introduced above, is not com-
pletely integrable with rational first integrals.
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We note that although for obtaining the above result we did not work in canonical
coordinates (i.e., in a canonical frame for the VE), the result is in fact independent
of this, because our formulation of the non–integrability theorems of section 3 is
completely intrinsic (see [19]).

5. The Sitnikov’s Three Body Problem.

5.1. The Model. The Sitnikov system is a restricted three body problem given
by a very symmetrical configuration: the primaries with equal masses m move in
ellipses of excentricity e in the XY plane around their center of masses O and the
third infinitesimal body moves along the axis OZ perpendicular to the plane where
the primaries move ([21]). We take, as usual, the normalization of units in such a
way that m = 1/2, the period of the primaries is 2π and the gravitational constant is
equal to one.

Then the equation of motion of the third body is given by

z̈ +
z

(z2 + r(t)2)3/2
= 0,(5.1)

being r(t) the distance of one of the primaries to the center of masses O.
In his book ([21]), Moser showed the non-integrability (and in fact the chaotic

behaviour of this system) by proving that it contains the Bernouilli shift as a subsys-
tem (in the real domain of the phase space). Here we will give an alternative proof of
the analytical non-integrability of this system in the complex domain.

We follow [17] and we choose as a new time the excentric anomaly τ . The trans-
formation is given by the Kepler equation

t = τ − e sin τ.

Then the equation (5.1) is transformed in

dz

dτ
= (1− e cos τ)v,

dv

dτ
= − (1− e cos τ)z

(z2 + r(τ)2)3/2
,

being

r(τ) =
1

2
(1− e cos τ).

5.2. Non-integrability. As the particular integral curve Γ (or more precisely
i(Γ)) we take the triple collision orbit: e = 1, r = 1/2(1− cos τ , z = v = 0. The NVE
along Γ is given by

d2ξ

dτ2
− sin τ

1− cos τ

dξ

dτ
+

8

1− cos τ
ξ = 0.(5.2)

Now, in order to get an equation over the Riemann Sphere, we do the transfor-
mation

x =
cos τ

2
+ 1.

We obtain

d2ξ

dx2
+ (

1/2

x
− 1/2

x− 1

dξ

dx
+ 4(

1

(x− 1)2
− 1

x− 1
+

1

x
)ξ = 0.(5.3)
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The above equation is a Riemann’s (or generalized hypergeometric) equation with
three regular singular singularities at x = 0, x = 1 and x = ∞. The triple collision
corresponds to the singular point x = 1 and the point x = 0 corresponds to a branch-
ing point of the double covering defined by the above change of variables x → τ
(geometricaly these two points corresponds to the two vertexes of the degenerated
ellipse with e = 1). We remark that by the Theorem 5 of [19], the identity component
of the Galois Group of the equation (5.2) is the same that the identity component of
the Galois Group of equation (5.3).

For the equation (5.3), the difference of exponents at x = 0, x = 1, x = ∞ is
(respectively) λ = 1/2, μ = i/2

√
55 and ν = 1.

It is very easy to check the conditions (i) or (ii) of Kimura’s theorem (Theorem
1) for the equation (5.3): as it is not finite (the exponents at the point x = 1 are not
rational numbers) we only need to check (i) and (ii), case 1. In a direct way we get
the non-solvability of the identity component of the Galois Group. In particular, this
identity component is not abelian. Hence, we have obtained the following result.

Proposition 2. In a neighbourhood of the triple collision orbit, the Sitnikov
Three Body Problem is not completely integrable with meromorphic first integrals.

6. The Spring–Pendulum . The spring-pendulum system is a Hamiltonian
system defined in the suitable coordinates by the Hamiltonian (see [1, 6] and references
therein)

H =
1

2
(y2

1 +
y2
2

x2
1

) +
1

2
x2

1 + x1(λ− 1− λ cosx2).(6.1)

It represents a particle of mass m attached to a massless spring of length l (in equi-
librium) and elastic constant k in a constant gravitational field of strength g, then

λ =
mg

mg + kl
.

We remark that for the physical model 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
We can expand the Hamilton function in powers of the variable x2 and we get

H =
1

2
(y2

1 +
y2
2

x2
1

) +
1

2
= x2

1 − x1 +
λ

2
x1x

2
2 + O(x3

2).

Then the plane x2 = y2 = 0 is invariant and, in the quoted above reference [6],
the authors studied the NVE along the integral curves contained in this plane. In
fact they made a covering z := 1

2x1 → t and they got an algebraic form ANVE of the
NVE. This ANVE is a hypergeometric (or Riemann) equation:

d2ξ

dz2
+

(
5/2

z
+

1/2

z − 1

)
dξ

dz
+

(
λ/2

z2
+

λ/2

z(1− z)

)
ξ = 0.(6.2)

We recall that the identity components of the Galois group of the NVE and of
the Galois group of the equation (6.2) are the same (up to isomorphism) (Theorem 5
of [19]).

Then, in the reference [6], it is proved that a necessary condition for integrability
is that

λ =
1

8
(9− q2),
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being q a rational number.

In order to apply Kimura’s theorem (Theorem 1), we need to compute the differ-

ence of exponents. They are λ̂ = 1
2

√
9− 8λ, μ̂ = 1

2 and ν̂ = 2.

Then by Kimura’s theorem (and Theorem 2) we get the following result (we leave
the details to the reader as an exercise).

Proposition 3. The Hamiltonian system defined by (6.1) is non–integrable with
a meromorphic first integral, except if λ = 1

2 (2− p(p + 1)), being p an integer.

We observe that for λ in the physical region 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, we get non-integrability
if 0 < λ < 1. The cases λ = 0, 1 are separable (the case λ = 1, is expressed in [1]
in cartesian coordinates). Then we closed the integrability problem for the physical
model.

7. A generalization of homogeneous potentials. As a last example we will
generalize our non–integrability results about the model of homogeneous potentials
([20]), to Hamiltonian systems of the type

H = T + V,(7.1)

being V , as before, an homogeneous function of degree k of the positions x1, ..., xn,
but T is now also an homogeneous function of degree m of the momenta y1, ..., yn (in
the paper [20], we studied a particular case of this with m = 2).

Working as in the case of homogeneous potentials (m = 2), Yoshida showed that,
under some restrictions on the homogeneous functions T and V , it is also possible
to obtain a direct sum of hypergeometric equations such that the NVE along an
algebraic curve (which is contained in an invariant plane) appears as a pull-back of
this direct sum by a finite covering of the Riemann sphere. We call it the algebraic
normal variational equations: ANV E = ANV E1⊕ANV E2⊕ . . .⊕ANV En−1. Each
AV NEi is a hypergeometric equation (2.2), with parameters

a + b = 1/m− 1/k, ab = − λi

mk
, c = 1− 1

k
,(7.2)

here the Yoshida coefficients, λi, are the products of the eigenvalues of the Hessian of
T and of the corresponding eigenvalues of the Hessian of V (obtained by simultaneous
diagonalization of both quadratic forms). As usual we will not consider the parameter
λn corresponding to the tangential variational equation (see [28] for the details).

Then by application of Kimura’s theorem (and of Theorem 2 ) we can obtain a
generalization of Theorem 3 of [20]. As the explicit list of the values of the parameters
(m, k, λi) compatible with integrability is here very long, it seems better to check
directly Kimura’s theorem for the particular system under study. Therefore we will
give the main result in a indirect way.

Proposition 4. If the Hamiltonian system given by the Hamiltonian (7.1) is
completely integrable with meromorphic first integrals, then for each i = 1, 2, ...n− 1,
the values (m, k, λi) are such that the corresponding hypergeometric equation must
satisfy some of the conditions (i) or (ii) of Kimura’s theorem (Theorem 1).

In his paper Yoshida considered the two degrees of freedom Hamiltonian

H = F (y1, y2) + F (x1, x2),(7.3)
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with

F (z1, z2) :=
1

4
(z4

1 + z4
2) +

e

2
z2
1z2

2 .

This Hamiltonian has two invariant planes with an ANVE of hypergeometric type
and with Yoshida’s coefficient λ equal to

e2

and

(
3− e

1 + e

)2

,

respectively (see [28] for details).
Now we introduce with Yoshida the new parameter α =

√
λ and we get the

following non-integrability result.

Proposition 5. If e /∈ {−13,−3,−4/3, 0, 1, 3} then the Hamiltonian system
defined by (7.3) has not a meromorphic first integral besides the Hamiltonian.

Proof. From the formulas (7.2) we compute the difference of exponents of the cor-
responding hypergeometric equation at the three singular points (see section 2) as

λ̂ = 1 − c = 1/4,= μ̂ = a − b = ±α/2, ν̂ = c − a − b = 3/4. The only cases of solv-
ability are case (i) and case 5 of (ii) in Kimura’s theorem, this gives us the following
necessary conditions for integrability

(1) α = 4p or
(2) α = 4p± 1 or
(3) α = 4p± 4/3.
Now if the system is integrable, for a given value of e we get two values of α and

as one of these values is bounded (for α = 3−e
1+e ), we only need to check a finite number

of cases. The only possible cases are for the six values given in the proposition (we
leave the details to the reader as an exercise).
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